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U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) personnel are
leveraging remote video surveillance technology to secure U.S.
borders whenever and wherever needed.
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The U.S. Army Military Police School (USAMPS), Fort Leonard
Wood, MO fields personnel qualified in criminal investigations
and intelligence, forensics.
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The U.S. Army is working to field a new robotic system for
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The Ballistic Armored Tactical Transport (BATT) is answering a
need among nation-wide law enforcement agencies for higher
level vehicle ballistic armored protection and modularity.
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The Spring 2017 issue of Security & Border and CST & CBRNE magazine gives readers
a look into a world of complex challenges at the southern border and the concentrated
efforts that Paul Beeson, Director, Joint Task Force-West, DHS Southern Border Approaches
Campaign coordinates on a daily basis to ensure proactive measures are being taken to
secure America’s southern and southwestern flanks. In examining border vigilance from
the field level, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) personnel are leveraging remote
video surveillance technology to secure vast areas of open border in real-time streaming
previously only surveilled on foot or by aerial video imagery, if at all.
From the national scene to the state, we regress closer to home with a profiled look
at the 32nd Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support Team (WMD-CST), Maryland Army
National Guard (MDARNG), LTC Matthew DiNenna, Commander, and its support of “plug
and play” standardization across all state CSTs, enabling the sharing of capabilities from
CST to CST, ensuring that any projected short-term skillset shortfalls are eliminated before
they happen.
From state level to local, policing, whether civil or military, requires the proper gear
and training to successfully address and defeat the threat. S&BP offers insight into the
dynamic training and real-world skills application overseen at the U.S. Army Military Police
School (USAMPS), Fort Leonard Wood, MO in fields such as criminal investigations and
intelligence, forensics, and more. On the mobile protection front, we look at the modular
Ballistic Armored Tactical Transport (BATT), offering a higher level vehicle ballistic armored
protection and versatility critical to urban operations success.
From a national emergency preparedness perspective, CST & CBRNE spoke recently
with Dr. George W. Korch, PhD, Acting Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) regarding federal efforts to prepare
national assets for potential large-scale health-risk incidents. On the test front, U.S. Army
Cold Regions Test Center (CRTC), Delta Junction, AK, recently put a new modular body
armor system through its paces while Army continues work to field a new robotic system
for countering explosive threats.
Rounding out this issue, Security & Border had the opportunity to speak with Rep. Mike
Gallagher (R-WI), Wisconsin 8th District, Homeland Security Committee and Committee on
Counterterrorism and Intelligence (CTI) regarding a new counterterrorism task force tasked
with finding ways to eliminate national security threats through joint asset cooperation.
As always, we welcome your comments and suggestions, enjoy!
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ENHANCING INTEROPERABILITY MD 32nd WMD-CST

MAINTAINING PRECISION READINESS

Maryland’s 32nd Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support Team (WMD-CST), MD Army National Guard (MDARNG)
supports civil authorities during man-made or natural disaster incidents, potentially involving chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear (CBRN) substances by identifying any CBRN agents or other hazardous substances, assessing
current and projected consequences, advising on response measures, and assisting with requests for additional support.
Teams are under the control of state governors so they can respond quickly in their respective states and regions.
By Christian Sheehy, CST & CBRNE Editor
Training Requirements Matrix
Twenty-two Active Guard
responsible for decisionReserve (AGR), Army and Air,
making regarding personnel
comprise the six sections
requirements. “CWMD work
of Maryland’s 32nd WMDis critical to prevent any
CST. The 22 personnel, all
duplication of skill sets that
certified hazardous materials
may unintentionally minimize
(HAZMAT)
technicians,
capability elsewhere,” DiNenna
work in one of the following
emphasized. One of the primary
six sections, command,
benefits to this “plug and play”
operations, administration/
philosophy that LTC DiNenna
logistics, medical/analytical,
notes is the benefit that his
communications, and survey.
personnel receive through
Initial entry-level training
cross training. “Since many
consist of a 2-month course.
of the critical positions on
Shortly thereafter, team
the team are ‘one-deep’, it is
members attend specialized
important to train other team
training according to their 32nd WMD-CST survey team members check the doorway for potential CBRN hazards prior to making
entry into the target building. (MDARNG)
members to perform these
duty position of the section
tasks,” emphasized DiNenna.
they are assigned. The overall
“For instance, the team has one Nuclear
32nd WMD-CST, MD Army National Guard
core mission is to support civil authorities at
Medical Science Officer (NMSO) and at times,
(MDARNG). “This is possible because overall
domestic CBRN incident sites by identifying
due to mandatory schools, missions, or leave,
CST training and operational practices, though
CBRN agents and related substances, assessing
the NMSO may not be available. Cross training
differing somewhat due to climate and terrain
current and projected consequences, advising
allows us to fill that capability gap. Additionally,
differences across the nation, is largely shared,
on proper response measures, and assisting
the increased level of training each soldier
enabling the cross-application of personnel
civil authorities with appropriate requests for
receives makes them a better CST operator
where and when they are needed.”
additional resources.
and can open doors for future opportunities.”
That said, the number of missions that a CST
DiNenna says. The MD CST has 3 qualified
records
annually
may
in
some,
if
not
large,
part
Enhanced Standardization
Analytical Laboratory System (ALS) operators,
only involve a portion of a team’s
all of whom who won the Czarneck-Stone
full
personnel
compliment
since
During his 16-month tenure as
Award for correctly identifying all 12 unknown
for many exercises, personnel are
32nd CST Commander beginning
CBRN agents in monthly tests administered by
shared across other CSTs. “We
in January 2016, LTC DiNenna has
Signature Science Laboratories.
gain credit for support missions
seen an increase in standardization
involving MD personnel embedded
protocol implementation by the
within other CSTs as they do when
National Guard CWMD Division in
Perpetual Scenario Preparedness
their personnel are supporting our
terms of operational, logistical, and
operations,” said DiNenna. The MD
administrative functions across
Capabilities in CBRN readiness within the
LTC DiNenna
32nd CST supported recent 2016
the breadth of CST responsibilities.
National Capital Region (NCR) are extensive.
Commander
Fleet Week exercises in Baltimore
The evaluation of these standards
“Partnerships with the federal agencies located
32nd WMD-CST
which included a Zumwalt-class
was completed through exercises
in the NCR are key to preparedness in terms of
commissioning, where 22 CST of the 32nd’s
and evaluations, enabling CSTs to multiply
emergency response for both man-made and
personnel were supplemented by an additional
their capabilities through the sharing of CST
natural disasters such as hurricane potential
26 personnel from other CSTs. Once needed
personnel across the nation for specific mission
in the Chesapeake Bay region,” noted DiNenna.
capabilities are identified, requests are sent to
support. “I sent 2 personnel to support the
“We work closely with the U.S. Coast Guard
the National Guard Bureau Counter Weapons of
recent 117th Boston Marathon effort, a good
and Port Authority in employing detection
Mass Destruction (CWMD) Division and others
example of how we can ‘plug and play’ folks
capabilities to assist in ensuring cargo entering
to CSTs, determination is made as to funding and
from CST to CST in support of efforts requiring
the Port of Baltimore poses no threat to the
logistical needs in getting skilled personnel to
more personnel and, in some cases, skill sets
region.” The 32nd CST is currently in early
targeted mission sites. Key to this is the CWMD
beyond the ability for one CST to provide,”
planning stages for Operation Vigilant Guard
Division established and updated Individual
said LTC Matthew O. DiNenna, Commander,
in 2018, a NORTHCOM/NGB exercise involving
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numerous local, state and federal agencies
which will present a natural disaster scenario.
“This exercise will test our readiness for
addressing the emergency threat in multiple
environments, primarily land and water,” said
DiNenna. “An exercise coming up later this year
in Norfolk, VA for Maritime Training will involve
coordination with the University of Nebraska
and first responders for readiness in a maritime
setting.”
In all scenarios involving detection and
analysis of present threats, communications
readiness, both technical and tactical, across
all levels of first response from local law
enforcement up to Department of Homeland
Security Homeland Response Forces (HRFs)
is essential to an integrated effort. “To ensure
capabilities are fully and properly employed,
maintaining and establishing professional
relationships, through training, exercises and
operations, is critical,” DiNenna stressed. “Prior
established relationships promote confidence,
minimize the ‘fog’ associated with the startup
of operations, provide realistic expectations
for decision makers, and ultimately provide the
incident commander the product required to

resolve the situation”. The 32nd can deploy as a
full team or in sections. This flexibility provides
civil authorities the option to request only
those capabilities required and to configure
the appropriate response. “The 32nd is not a
one size fits all capability,” DiNenna stressed.
“For example, if it’s determined an incident
commander requires only a communications
cell or operations center, we can deploy the
Unified Command Suite (UCS) and or the Mobile
Tactical Operations Centers (MTOC).”

Answering Increasing Demand
The 32nd CST’s OPTEMPO has increased
significantly in recent years. DiNenna equates
this to the increase of awareness about the CST
amongst federal, state, and local authorities.
“As federal, state and local agencies have
learned more about CST capabilities, they’ve
become more interested in leveraging the
CST asset in boosting national readiness for
potential attack scenarios. That said, this has
put more pressure on us to be ready to deploy
elements of the team to different locations in
support of different response needs.” In order

to ensure his team is always ready, DiNenna has
focused on training in various environments
and by alternate means of deployment. This
August, the 32nd CST will exercise airlift
capability and deploy to Puerto Rico to engage
in a coordinated training exercise dealing with
CBRN incident that covers multiple operational
periods and requires the relief in place of an
entire team. “CSTs rely heavily upon each other,
from personnel and equipment support, to the
conducting of multi-CST training, exercises,
and operations,” he informed. “When CSTs from
different geographic regions work together,
vast amounts of information are shared from
their respective operational experiences,
uses of equipment, and standing operational
guidelines.”
“Perhaps the largest challenge we face
in an asymmetric threat-dominated world
is identifying emerging threats before they
manifest into actual crises,” DiNenna added.
“We’re always working to better countermine
efforts from potential adversaries with sound
decisions in terms of readiness so that
resources are not just maximized but localized
when and where they are needed.”

Detecting chem-bio threats
Ensuring sensor and PPE efficacy

Advancing medical countermeasures
Improving armor and energetics
Modeling WMD risks

battelle.org/chem-biodefense
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COORDINATING JOINT
ASSETS FOR
BORDER DEFENSE
Paul A. Beeson assumed the duties as Director of Joint Task Force –
West (JTF-W) of DHS’ Southern Border and Approaches Campaign Plan
(SBACP) on Dec. 15, 2016.
Previously Director Beeson was the Commander of the Joint Task
Force – West, Arizona (JTF-W Arizona) and Chief of the Tucson Sector Border Patrol. As JTF-W Arizona Commander, Director Beeson was
responsible for implementing higher level strategic guidance from the
Joint Task Force – West and Commissioner of U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) through command, control and coordination of CBP
operational functions within the state of Arizona.
Besides JTF-W Arizona roles and responsibilities, Director Beeson
oversaw Tucson Sector encompassing the tactical and strategic operation of eight stations and about 4,200 personnel who secure 262 linear
miles of border. With an increase in infrastructure, officer corps numbers,
and force multiplier technologies, the Tucson Sector lead the nation in
drug seizures and has realized marked success in reduced flow of illegal
entries and apprehensions.
Director Beeson entered on duty Feb. 25, 1985 with the U.S. Border
Patrol as a member of Class 174. His first duty assignment as a Border
Patrol Agent was at the Laredo South Station. In July 1988, he transferred
to the Dallas Station. Throughout his career, Director Beeson has served
in various leadership positions, starting with his promotion to Supervisory Border Patrol Agent in February 1992 at the Border Patrol Academy.
In November 1995, he was promoted to Assistant Chief Patrol Agent at the
Border Patrol Academy in Charleston, South Carolina.
In June 1997, he transferred to the Central Regional Office of Border
Patrol as a Deputy Assistant Regional Director until February 2001, when
he was promoted to Assistant Chief Patrol Agent, El Paso Sector. While in
El Paso, he took an assignment to the Border and Transportation Security
Directorate at the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in Washington, DC serving as the Border Patrol’s principal liaison. He returned to El
Paso in November 2005 and was promoted to Deputy Chief Patrol Agent
of the El Paso Sector. In July 2007, he was promoted to the Senior Executive Service as Chief Patrol Agent, Yuma Sector, where he served until
November 2010, when he transferred to assume command of the San
Diego Sector as Chief Patrol Agent. In December 2014, he transitioned to
the JTF-W Arizona.
Director Beeson holds a bachelor’s degree in business studies from
Dallas Baptist University. He is a graduate of the Senior Managers in
Government program at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government and of the International Association of Chiefs of Police Leadership
in Police Organizations and completed the National Defense University
CAPSTONE program in 2011.
Interview conducted by Security & Border Editor Kevin Hunter
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Paul A. Beeson
Director, Joint Task Force - West
DHS Southern Border Approaches Campaign
S&BP: Please speak to your role as Director, Joint Task Force-West.
Dir. Beeson: My role is to coordinate selected Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) component operational activities through integrated
staffs in order to address Secretary approved operational priorities
directed at disrupting, degrading and dismantling transnational
criminal organizations. Additionally, I continuously assess the
effectiveness and impact of Joint Task Force-West (JTF-W) efforts
to ensure they achieve Southern Border and Approaches Campaign
(SBAC) objectives.
S&BP: From a distinctly Southern Border challenges perspective,
please speak to some key areas of evolution to present day and
current focus.
Dir. Beeson: This is a border that has evolved over the years. I
remember, as a young agent, a time when I would arrest the same
person multiple times during a shift, and the Service was making
more than a million arrests in a year. The evolution that I have
seen and experienced first-hand, is an organization that has grown
through better training and technology, enabling us to respond
more effectively to disincentivize smuggling, trafficking and illegal
immigration.
When DHS was created in 2002 in direct response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, 22 Executive Branch agencies were grouped under one
umbrella to focus on homeland security. As a result there has been
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DHS Joint Task Force – West Director Paul A. Beeson gives Congressional testimony before the House Committee on Homeland
Security, Subcommittee on Border and Maritime Security hearing titled “A Dangerous and Sophisticated Adversary: The Threat
to the Homeland Posed by Cartel Operations.” (Photo courtesy of U.S. CBP)

As part of the Joint Task Force-West construct, agents from U.S. Customs and Border Protection and Homeland SecurityInvestigations are integrated with representatives from different DHS agencies working to disrupt and dismantle Transnational
Criminal Organizations along the southwest border. (Photo courtesy of U.S. CBP)

increased resourcing, with an emphasis on manpower, technology
and infrastructure. The one thing that has remained constant is that
criminal organizations continue to operate.
Since its formation, DHS has been building upon initiatives
to unify the various agencies in the Department leading up to the
creation of the SBAC in 2014. The establishment of three pilot Joint
Task Forces (JTFs) followed to coordinate border security resources
along the southern land and maritime border.
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Headquartered in San Antonio, JTF-W’s
joint operational area (JOA) includes the land
border with Mexico, littorals along California
and the Gulf of Mexico and the corresponding airspace spanning U.S. territorial land
and waters. This area of operation is broken
down into four corridors (South Texas, New
Mexico/West Texas, Arizona and California) to
streamline the prioritization and targeting of
transnational criminal organizations (TCOs)
utilizing a whole of government approach to
achieve unity of effort and engage with other
government entities. These efforts paint a
comprehensive picture that enables us to not
only go after priority threats, but the networks
that facilitate and support those threats.
The Southwest border of the United States
is a highly diverse environment with equally
diverse threats to the security and safety
of our communities along the border and
throughout the United States. To successfully address the smuggling and trafficking
of aliens, narcotics, weapons, currency, and
other illicit goods, we have realized as individual components that we can’t do this
alone. At present, JTF-West has seven DHS
components co-located and working together
throughout its JOA to collaborate and facilitate TCO prioritization and targeting. The
components include U.S. Customs and Border
Protection’s (CBP) U.S. Border Patrol (USBP),
Office of Field Operations (OFO), and Air and
Marine Operations (AMO); U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) Homeland
Security Investigations (HSI) and Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO); the U.S.
Coast Guard (USCG); and U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS). As the task
force evolves and operations necessitate, we
have the ability to realign personnel through
the components so we can leverage the application of DHS authorities, assets, and partner
expertise to deliver enhanced security and
meet operational needs.
S&BP: From a force preparation and equipping
perspective, how is JTF-W addressing
daily routine readiness and contingency
preparedness?

Dir. Beeson: We are a law enforcement agency
and not a combatant command. Force preparation and equipping
occurs at the component level. We add value by identifying TCOs and
bringing a whole of government approach to apply consequences to
disrupt and dismantle the criminal organizations
JTF-W is uniquely situated to centralize mission requirements
in order to expand information sharing and information technology
systems across the Department. This allows us to target TCOs and
those facilitating and supporting them at every level. Moving forward
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we are amplifying coordination and information sharing capabilities,
enhancing operational capabilities and leveraging the department’s
and our partner’s resources for more efficiency.
The task force expanded access to traditional component-centric
systems by establishing a true joint environment where enforcement
personnel could leverage the breadth of information and authorities
of the Department to target every level of these criminal networks.
To achieve unity of effort, our headquarters is currently staffed
with permanent and detailed personnel from CBP, ICE, USCIS, USCG,
and Department of Defense liaisons. This allows the JTF-W to better coordinate a law enforcement response and to support corridor
efforts as they engage against TCOs.
S&BP: From a partnering perspective, how is JTF-W working to
partner with other government entities and industry to broaden and
strengthen capability implementation?
Dir. Beeson: Recognizing DHS is not alone in the fight against TCOs,
JTF-W, through the four JTF-W Corridors, actively partner with
numerous other federal, state, local, and tribal law enforcement
agencies, as well as international partners. The staff from the
represented components, both at the headquarters and corridor
level, coordinates efforts related to intelligence, operations,
logistics, administration, and external and international engagement.
We further support the efforts of DHS in external outreach and
engagement with other federal partners such as the Departments of
Justice, State, and Defense.
In the international arena, JTF-W prioritizes efforts to advance
border and regional security in alignment with DHS’s International
Engagement Strategy, and by supporting binational programs with
the government of Mexico, and in the near future, Central America.
These initiatives, which are coordinated through existing mechanisms at the component and Department attaché level, advance
border security through binational partnerships, foreign country
capacity building, and enhanced international engagement.
These partnerships are critical to JTF-W’s ability to coordinate
operations to disrupt and dismantle TCOs engaged in illicit smuggling activities across the JOA.
S&BP: Any other challenges/goals that JTF-W is addressing going
forward in 2017?
Dir. Beeson: President Trump recently issued two executive orders
directing additional tools and resources for securing the southern
border to prevent illegal immigration, drug and human trafficking, and
acts of terrorism. The executive orders also prioritize enforcement
of Federal law to thwart TCOs and other groups engaged in illicit
activities which present a threat to public safety and national
security. Pursuant to the executive orders, JTF-W will implement
enhanced operations directed at disrupting TCOs. Working with
our federal, state, and local law enforcement partners, the JTF-W
will target individuals and organizations whose criminal conduct
undermines border security or the integrity of the immigration
system including offenses related to alien smuggling or trafficking,
drug trafficking, illegal entry and reentry, visa fraud, identity theft,
unlawful possession or use of official documents, and acts of
violence committed against persons or property at or near the border.
We will take all appropriate steps to create an environment of nonpermissiveness by implementing the provisions of the President’s
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executive orders which support the Department’s efforts to disrupt
and dismantle TCOs that are fortifying their illicit networks in the
border region.
Moving forward, JTF-W, through our coordination and collaboration efforts, will support the Department’s vision for the JTFs to
enhance operations directed at disrupting TCOs impacting the
Southwest border. Our efforts remain focused on human smuggling
TCOs and illicit networks, while additionally targeting those involved
in drug trafficking, currency smuggling, and other related crossborder crimes. Through integration and coordination efforts, JTF-W
continues prioritizing efforts to disrupt and dismantle TCOs and illicit
networks presenting the greatest risk to the Homeland.
DHS is embarking on a new era of joint operational planning
and operations. TCOs recognize no borders or authorities. The only
way to attack an enemy of this nature is to leverage the collective
capabilities of DHS, partner agencies, and governments. JTF-W will
continue to employ its counter-network strategy against these criminal organizations and illicit networks to enhance the safety, security,
and prosperity of the Homeland.
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TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT REMOTE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

STEPPING UP BORDER VIGILANCE

The Remote Video Surveillance System (RVSS) at an undisclosed Arizona location. (GDIT)

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) personnel are leveraging remote video surveillance
technology to secure U.S. borders whenever and wherever needed.
By Peter Howard, General Dynamics Information Technology
With a focus on strengthening security of U.S. borders, a number
of strategies – from increasing the number of agents in Customers
and Border Protection (CBP) to enhanced physical barriers – are being
considered. But, the border is complex and varied, changing with
terrain, the seasons and the constant ebb and flow of cross-border
activity.
Because of this complexity, a one-size-fits-all approach will not
work. One of the keys, however, is use of advanced technologies.
“Technology is going to be the highest need the border patrol has,”
David Aguilar, former deputy commissioner of U.S. Customs and
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Border Protection (CBP) told the Senate Homeland Security and
Government Affairs Committee. “It gives you situational awareness, it
gives you intelligence and it gives you the capability to respond in an
effective manner – and in a safe manner, as well.”

Industry Support
General Dynamics is playing a leading role in providing CBP’s U.S.
Border Patrol with the technology it needs to succeed in its mission.
In April 2017, General Dynamics’ Remote Video Surveillance System
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TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT REMOTE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

The Remote Video Surveillance System (RVSS)
upgrade has achieved full operational capability. (GDIT)

the RVSS to spot items of interest
faster than the human eye. CBP
then can quickly detect threats and
dispatch Border Patrol agents to the
appropriate locations.
From a situational awareness
standpoint, Border Patrol agents
cannot be everywhere all the time
– particularly in remote, rural,
urban and metropolitan areas that
pose unique challenges. General
Dynamics’ RVSS enables these
agents to be more effective in their
jobs by remotely detecting illicit
activity and threats. The fixed
and relocatable RVSS solutions
developed by General Dynamics
are a critical piece of securing the
border because they enable greater
efficiency for CBP, allowing it to shift
resources based on emerging trends
and traffic patterns and ensuring
agents are in the right place at the
right time to support the agency’s
mission.

(RVSS) began full operation, after two years of successful deployment
and field testing along the U.S. Southern border. Currently there are
68 RVSS sites operational in the Arizona cities of Nogales, Douglas,
Naco, Yuma and Ajo, with additional relocatable deployments planned
in McAllen and Laredo, Texas, later this year. Looking further into the
future, additional deployments are planned across the Rio Grande
Valley sector, as well as potentially in other Southwest and Northern
border locations.
“The deployment of RVSS is important to the safety of our agents
and to our missions,” said Border Patrol Chief Ronald D. Vitiello.
“Successful partnerships, like the one we have with the General
Dynamics team, are necessary to efficiently and effectively secure
the border.”
The first RVSS systems debuted between 1997 and 2005. But in
July 2013, General Dynamics won a 10-year contract from CBP, with a
value of potentially $115 million, to upgrade RVSS capabilities along
the southern U.S. border. The General Dynamics RVSS leverages
commercially-available components that provide a 360-degree field of
vision for manually or automatically detecting, identifying and tracking
items of interest. The tactical video surveillance system is comprised
of four primary components – sensors, including medium- and longrange day and night cameras, a laser illuminator and spotlights;
microwave transmitters; loudspeakers and ruggedized equipment
cabinets – that are mounted on a pan-tilt unit and communicate back
to a command center. While the initial deployments in Arizona are
fixed, General Dynamics also has developed a relocatable RVSS on
retractable masts that can be quickly deployed where needed.

Multi-layered Approach
The RVSS gathers intelligence data, which can be evaluated and
tracked from the command center. Sophisticated image processing
and recognition software that employ artificial intelligence enables
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APPLYING SKILL TO FIELD ARMY MILITARY POLICE SCHOOL

READINESS THROUGH REAL-WORLD APPLICATION

Brig. Gen. Kevin Vereen and Maj. Gen. Mark Inch review
the MP Corps Regiment, Ft. Leonard Wood. (USAMPS)

The U.S. Army Military Police School (USAMPS) was relocated to Fort Leonard Wood, MO in 1999 based on
Congressional Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) hearings which slated its move from Fort McClellan,
AL. The school is responsible for training soldiers in basic military and military police functions as well as
advanced policing procedures such as criminal investigations and intelligence, forensics, and various levels of
professional military education across enlisted, warrant officer, and officer rank structures.
By Kevin Hunter, S&BP Editor
Within the Army, there are two branches
of military police investigations: those
working at the misdemeanor level and those
responsible for felony level crimes. Both
receive much of the same training offered by
the CID course; however, instruction for CID
special agents covers more serious crimes
such as rape, robbery, murder, major fraud,
high value larceny, etc. USAMPS also offers
an advanced crime scene investigations
course covering subject matter such as
scattered remains, buried bodies, techniques
in bullet trajectory identification, blood spatter
analysis, as well as advanced techniques in
uncovering investigative processes that
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may be beneficial to cases. Advanced crime
scene techniques are taught from a forensics
perspective with regard to the identification
and collection of evidence. Under MPID, a
criminal intelligence course is also taught to
MP and CID personnel providing instruction
on in-depth analysis of information collected
during an investigation so patterns can be
built linking perpetrators, identifying criminal
groups and assisting with the background
analysis of subjects under investigation. From
a warrant officer development perspective,
the MPID conducts both basic and advanced
CID leader development courses that focus
on case management and general leadership

responsibilities essential to warrant officers
charged with supervising felony-level
investigations.

Eye on Next-level Capabilities
“Evaluating emerging technologies in
crime scene processing and forensics science
arenas is at the heart of my role here,” indicated
Fitz. “As part of this, we try to take advantage
of opportunities to incorporate new pieces of
equipment into training efforts.”
One such advanced technology already
being used in field operations is the latest
advancement in alternate light source
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Former Under Secretary of the Army Patrick Murphy donned the gear and joined a special reaction team for a hostage retrieval
scenario in the Military Police Stem Village area while visiting Fort Leonard Wood. (Michael Curtis, Visual Information Center)

technology which assists agents in identifying
trace evidence, such as body fluids in the
case of sexual assault investigations. This
capability uses changeable bandwidths of
light that can be used to look at pieces
of evidence with clarity that only spectral
wavelength variation offers. “Trace and
serological identification are two areas of
key application for the capability which has
been in use by our field units for about a year
but only recently brought into the classroom,”
noted Fitz. “New candidates going through
CID special agent training will have the
advantage of this technology in preparing for
field assignments.”
“One of our main priorities here at
USAMPS is to review investigative training
to ensure we are teaching the most current
technology being used in the field. We want
our patrol and CID personnel familiar with
these capabilities before they have to employ
them in an operational environment, thus
maximizing mission effectiveness,” he added.
“Perhaps the single biggest benefit of this
alternate light technology to our investigators
and agents is the ability to identify materials
critical to an investigation at the crime scene
itself. These presumptive findings can then
be communicated to experts at our forensic
laboratory, who are responsible for further,
more conclusive examination of evidence; and
in a sense dependent upon our investigators
identifying and collecting material relevant to
the crime being investigated.”
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Readiness through Proactivity
With readiness as the Army’s number one
priority, the service’s military police force is
continually looking at ways to support that
priority. As such, USAMPS develops its training
processes to ensure that combined skills are
brought to bear in preventing crime as much as
solving it, since crime directly affects mission
readiness, and often critically so.
“Getting good at solving crime is one
thing, but getting good at being proactive
in crime prevention is another, and one that
we are looking at closely,” remarked Fitz.
Identifying training gaps and requirements is
a core endeavor at the school. “In many cases
we only need to make minor adjustments
to better address support to commanders
through a proactive crime prevention program.
Crime prevention surveys and logistical
security threat assessments are conducted
frequently to analyze operational accuracy in
following procedural requirements set forth
by the Army,” he noted. “If units are lax in
areas such as equipment inventories and
items are removed from that inventory in
an unauthorized manner, missing equipment
may go unnoticed until units are prepping
for deployment and don’t have the gear they
need – a direct impact on readiness.” As
part of USAMPS training, students are trained
to conduct threat assessments focused on
property accountability and ensuring the
handling, documentation, and issuance of
equipment such as body armor or ammunition
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is done in accordance with Army regulation and policy.
“If a survey determines that a facility has been conducting inventories
every other month rather than every two weeks as mandated by Army
regulation, MP or CID personnel conducting the survey identify this
finding as a crime conducive condition,” Fitz said. “By taking proactive
measures, such as supporting commanders with surveys and threat
assessments, the likelihood that criminal action will diminish unit
readiness significantly decreases.”

Current Initiatives Going Forward
Other focus areas at USAMPS involve teaching and employing
community policing techniques and standardization of military police
equipment and certification processes. “Standardizing of military police
equipment across the Army as well as standardization of post-Fort
Leonard Wood training are two primary initiatives going into 2017,”
said Fitz. “The certification and re-certification of MPs after they leave
USAMPS and are assigned to operational units is key to ensuring
uniformity in police practices across the Army.”
Achieving enhanced expeditionary forensics capabilities is one
of the Army’s largest policing initiatives. “Taking crime scene and
criminal intelligence capabilities and integrating them into the flow
of combat operations is a challenge the Army is addressing through
the implementation of mobile crime scene diagnostics and field labs
capabilities that enable evidence processing on site, helping to diminish
the possibility of evidentiary compromise through evidence mishandling,”

A military police Soldier performs a K-9 demonstration with a military police working dog.
(Michael Curtis, Visual Information Center)

noted Fitz. “As a component of the Maneuver Support Center of
Excellence, USAMPS is focused on the development of capabilities
that best support combatant commanders through the collection
and evaluation of evidence, which directly supports the process of
identifying and targeting threats to US forces. We’re in the business
of improving our forensic capabilities so we can accurately identify
those who wish to do us harm, whether an insider threat or foreign
enemy combatant. The doctrine, training and material capabilities we
are developing will not only aid in identifying individuals responsible for
actions against US forces but also directly assist in developing more
sophisticated security measures designed to thwart further threat to
U.S. interests,” he emphasized.
“Our military police are out there in theater searching for enemy
operatives across the global Army domain, providing investigative
intelligence and forensics science in the interest of proactive safety
and directly impacting mission success,” Fitz confirmed. “Military police
are frequently unable to take a break from the operational environment,
often incorporating lessons learned and new training practices while
actively engaged in law enforcement, criminal investigations, and
detention operations around the world. This non-stop operational
environment requires continued vigilance while addressing real-world
challenges 365 days a year.”

Join Us
September 12-15, 2017
Over 60 Educational Workshops
Over 30,000 Square Feet of Exhibit Space
Virginia Beach Convention Center
www.virginiahazmat.org
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Get Troops Back
in the Field
in 3 Minutes!
Zanfel ® – a safer, faster and more effective
option than steroids or antihistamines for
relieving poison ivy, oak or sumac.
Zanfel gets at the cause of the problem by removing
the poison ivy, oak or sumac toxin (urushiol) from
the skin ANYTIME after outbreak of the rash
while relieving the itching within 30 seconds.
Zanfel is also effective for Mosquito and Chigger
Bites, Sand Flea and Sand Fly Bites and Other
Insect Bites and Stings.
Benefits and Savings to the Medical Command
and the Warfighter.
• The use of Zanfel improves READINESS and
allows the poison ivy, oak or sumac affected
warfighter to return to duty within a matter of
minutes, (versus a week or more), in an itch-free
and healing state.
• Significant and immediate cost savings to the
unit and medical command.

NEW
ITEM!
Packet = Single dose.
Great for IFAK kitting.

Carton = 15 doses.
NSN #6505-01-611-2071
Contract #V797P-5223B
Great for Hospital and
Battalion Aid Station Settings.

Call 800-401-4002 or visit www.zanfel.com.
Zanfel is a product of Zanfel Laboratories, Inc. ©2016 All rights reserved.
U.S. Patent No. 6,423,746, No. 7,008,963. Additional patents pending. Zanfel and the
Zanfel logo are copyrighted and trademarks of Zanfel Laboratories, Inc., Clive, Iowa.

CAPABILITY SPOTLIGHT BATT ARMORED VEHICLE

MOBILE, MULTI-FUNCTIONAL PROTECTION

The Ballistic Armored Tactical Transport or BATT, a product of armored specialty vehicle manufacturer, The Armored Group (TAG),
was developed in response to requests from U.S. law enforcement agencies looking for an alternative, more specialized armored
rescue vehicle option. With advanced engineering and optional equipment, the BATT offers capabilities and maneuverability not
found on other armored personnel carriers.
By Kevin Hunter, S&BP Editor

BATT APX

The initial Ballistic Armored Tactical Transport (BATT) was born
in response to three major requests from law enforcement: increased
internal room, additional storage capacity and more temperature
control. “This was all in a lighter weight, more maneuverable armored
rescue vehicle package,” said Robert Pazderka, founder and president
of TAG. “The vehicle offers large internal dimensions, built-in custom
bench seats with under seat storage and a larger HVAC system with
and full insulation packages as standard options. On top of these
improvements Tag implemented gap protection armor during times
when the doors were open, allowing more armor protection.” he added.
The BATT design has evolved over the years through officer and
department input. TAG listened to their customers’ suggestions and
needs by having the new BATT-X and BATT-APX variants include our
exclusive armored flip forward hood system to allow easy access to
the engine bay and also our revolutionary multi angle hydraulic ram
system. The BATT-X is the longer version of the BATT-APX, which
was designed to fit into containers, traverse tighter streets and
improve maneuverability. Both BATT units offer NIJ III or NIJ IV +.50
caliber protection levels, a multitude of optional equipment, and are
customizable to the customer’s requirements.
Security & Border Protection spoke with some City Police Departments
who’ve been users of the BATT capability for their take on how it has
improved their mission operations:
Chris Jacobson, Support Services Captain, Lodi Police Department
In June of 2015, the Lodi Police Department took delivery a 2015
four door BATT made by the Armored Group. This vehicle was
purchased through funding from the Lodi Police Foundation, a nonprofit organization. The Lodi BATT was purchased to use as a Police
Rescue Vehicle, not merely a SWAT truck. Our BATT benefits our entire
organization and our community because any Lodi officer can use it to
respond immediately to a hazardous situation without waiting for SWAT
to deploy. It is easy to train with and use because it is built on a Ford
F550 platform. This wasn’t the case with our previous armored vehicle,
a 1989 armored bank transport vehicle. That vehicle was primarily used
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by SWAT and lacked the armor to stop anything more than a handgun
round. Now Lodi PD trains every officer to use our BATT for officer and/
or citizen rescue situations. This is huge for not only for our officers but
our community members as well.
Sgt. Damon Whisman, Topeka Police Department Response Team,
Topeka PD
In April of 2009, the Topeka (KS) Police Department took delivery
of a Ballistic Armored Tactical Transport (BATT) vehicle from The
Armored Group. The BATT was purchased with grant money through
the Northeast Kansas Regional Homeland Security Committee. Prior
to its purchase, our team did not have an armored vehicle. The BATT
was an immediate game changer on barricades. Shortly after taking
possession of the BATT, there were several barricaded subjects that
surrendered peacefully shortly after the BATT arrived on scene and
was seen by the suspect. The BATT has also been used to breach doors
that have been fortified. In one instance, the suspect barricaded the
front door with a couch and other furniture. The BATT was able to push
open the barricaded front door with ease and the suspect immediately
surrendered ending the incident. The BATT’s biggest benefit came in
April of 2016 when the BATT was requested by another agency to assist
them on an armed, barricaded subject. During this incident, the suspect
fired a round at officers that struck the BATT. The officers that were in
the BATT were not injured. Had they not been in an armored vehicle
such as the BATT, an officer could have been seriously injured or killed
that day.
Jake Wenmark, Detective #152, Minnetonka Police Department
“We conducted a significant amount of research prior to purchasing our
armored vehicle. We decided to work with The Armored Group because
they were able to work with our limited budget. We were able to build
a truck that was able meet our needs and budget. The BATT has been
a game changer for our team and SWAT consortium partners in both
tactical effectiveness and safety. The design consideration and features
that TAG incorporates into their vehicles is truly unique as it comes
from an operator’s perspective.”
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ADVANCING PROTECTIVE MODULARITY BODY ARMOR

NEXT-GEN BODY ARMOR GOES NEXT LEVEL
U.S. Army Cold Regions Test Center (CRTC), located near Delta Junction, Alaska, recently tested a new modular
body armor system that can be scaled up or back in four tiers, depending on the severity of the mission. The
tiers consist of a range of soft and hard plates, and the highest tier includes a combat shirt with integrated soft
armor and groin protection.
By Mark Schauer, Yuma Proving Ground

U.S. Army Cold Regions Test Center recently tested a new modular body armor system, subjecting it to hard use in an extreme Alaskan winter. Among other things, Soldiers from Fort
Wainwright’s 25th Infantry Division fired over 2,400 rounds conducting marksmanship training in the armor. (Photo by Sebastian Sarrloos)

American Soldiers deployed to the world’s
worst combat zones depend on body armor to
keep them safe. Countless veterans of action
in Iraq and Afghanistan can testify to the
lifesaving utility of their armor.
Likewise, Soldiers count on body armor
to fit and function well and not leave them
permanently injured from body strain once
they have returned to civilian life.

Dynamic Test Application
Aside from putting this improved body
armor through its paces in a brutally cold
Alaska December, the test resulted in
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improved methodologies for human factors
testing, and it all stems from the intensely
dynamic flexibility of Soldier movement in
combat.
“Anything you are doing as a Soldier
is made up of compound, multi-joint
movements,” said Isaac Howell, test officer.
Howell, who spent 10 years in uniform
and deployed to Iraq as an infantry officer,
has particular interest and insight into the
importance of fit and function for Soldier
systems like body armor, and was excited to
approach the test in a novel manner.
“The
standard
anthropomorphic
measurements historically utilized in Human

Factors Engineering testing are static, not
dynamic,” said Howell. “You sit in a chair
and bend over and I measure that angle with
an instrument. That’s a static measurement
-- even a layperson can see the limitations in
that kind of measurement.”
Howell feels a great complement to this
type of testing is using a functional movement
screen, a system developed by clinicians,
physical therapists, and physiologists for use
in the competitive sports world. Utilizing seven
different exercises to screen the components
of fundamental human movement, the system
predicts the possibility of biomechanical
injury due to poor movement based on a
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Test officer Isaac Howell (left) accompanied the participating Soldiers on the foot marches, each carrying 35 to 40 pound packs. If they were lucky, they got breaks every 20 to 30 minutes.
“It depended on how cold it was,” said Howell. “If it was really cold, we tried to just keep moving.” (Photo by Sebastian Sarrloos)

score test subjects get from performing a
battery of exercises.
“In a test, you have to work with
somebody who has good movement to begin
with,” Howell reasoned. “If a person doesn’t
have good range of motion in their joints
before they put on the armor, it’s not going to
provide the best data.”
Howell began the test by having
prospective participants, indoors, perform
five exercises wearing only summer physical
training t-shirt and shorts. Soldiers passing
the baseline test then did the same exercises
in the first tier of body armor, progressing up
to the fourth.
“From that we were able to see if wearing
the extra levels of body armor restrict
movement,” said Howell. “Obviously it will to
some degree eventually, but we were able
to see if they still had an acceptable range
of motion or how severe the degradation of
motion was.”

Austere Conditions
Ready or Nothing
Exercises like the overhead deep squat
employed in the screening are difficult, but
nothing compared to what was in store once
Soldiers from Fort Wainwright’s 25th Infantry
Division took the test outside into sub-zero
winter. On foot march days, the Soldiers hiked
eight miles in the given tier with standard 35 to
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40 pound pack, while wearing the appropriate
level of the Extended Cold Weather Clothing
System (ECWCS). This three-hour ordeal was
repeated wearing each configuration of body
armor: if they were lucky, they got breaks
every 20 to 30 minutes.
“It depended on how cold it was: if it
was really cold, we tried to just keep moving,”
said Howell, who marched alongside. “You
try not to sweat while you’re walking, but you
really can’t avoid it when you’re carrying that
much gear. Sweating is very dangerous in an
extreme cold environment.”
On the obstacle course, Soldiers had to
wear each configuration of the armor through
an ordeal that included a 400 meter run,
a low-crawl tunnel, mock windows, stairs,
ladders of varying widths and heights, a 200
meter shuttle carrying two 30 pound ammo
cans and a balance beam across which they
had to haul the pair of 30 pound ammunition
cans.
“That day was a real smoker,” said Howell.
To test the new quick-release feature
of the armor, the Soldiers had to release,
reassemble, and don their armor within
seconds, repeating the task scores of times
for each configuration in standing, kneeling,
and prone positions as sub-zero snow blew
and data collectors looked on. To ensure a
Soldier wearing the armor could effectively
remove a wounded comrade also wearing it
from danger, casualty drag evaluations were

conducted with real Soldiers portraying mock
wounded.
The Soldiers also did marksmanship
training wearing the armor, firing over 2,400
rounds in the process.

Vehicle-Compatible Criticality
One final portion of the test, ingress
and egress from a combat vehicle, had
special applicability to the latest variant
of the Stryker combat vehicle, which was
simultaneously under evaluation at CRTC. The
Soldiers entered and exited all hatches of the
vehicle wearing the full complement of armor
and all seven levels of the ECWCS system ,
ensuring everything in the vehicle could be
touched and reached, and wouldn’t snag their
gear. The findings applied to both tests, which
both test officers saw as a bonus.
“It was great coordination between the
two tests to pick the appropriate miserable
day to get the Soldiers to do some limited
ingress-egress testing,” said Richard Reiser,
test officer. “When this vehicle is fielded and
the Soldiers have the new body armor, we’ll
already know it isn’t an issue for ingress and
egress.”
“The whole test was taxing for the Soldiers,
but they put in an outstanding effort,” said
Howell. “We found a lot of limitations and
improvements the project manager is already
improving upon or implementing.”
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Chemical-Biological Response Exercise
This past March, U.S. Marines and sailors with the Chemical
Biological Incident Response Force (CBIRF) based at Indian Head,
MD, traveled to Guardian Centers, a training facility in Perry, GA, to
participate in Exercise Scarlet Response 2017. “Guardian Centers
provides CBIRF with resources and a site that allows them to test
their skills in ways not available to them normally,” said Marine
Corps Sgt. Cody Bennett, assigned to Technical Rescue Platoon.

for CBIRF responders and first responders alike,” said Marine
Corps Sgt. Robert Grodzicki, a decontamination section leader
with CBIRF.
“We also just finished the advanced decontamination course
at guardian centers,” Grodzicki added. “They threw all kinds of
wound patterns and stuff like that, so that we can provide better
care to the casualties that we’d receive.”

Scarlet Response

Integrating Skills

The exercise, held March 20-25, is the largest annual event
for CBIRF, testing the unit’s capabilities to react and respond
to threats and disasters such as nuclear detonations. Scarlet
Response focuses on developing the skills of the elements of
CBIRF while integrating with each other in simulated disaster
scenarios.

Quick Response

When directed, CBIRF deploys and responds with minimal
warning to a chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or high-yield
explosive threat or event to assist state, local or federal agencies
and the geographic combatant commanders in the conduct
of CBRNE response or consequence management operations,
providing capabilities for command and control; agent detection
and identification; search, rescue and decontamination; and
emergency medical care for contaminated personnel, according
to the CBIRF’s web site.
During the first two days of the exercise, the Marines from
CBIRF trained in their specific jobs, such as decontamination,
with sources available at the training facility.
“The way we prepare for events like Scarlet Response and
real-world incidents is we set up our full site, which is two tents;
one ambulatory, one non-ambulatory and a force protection line

After they completed the job-specific training, he said, unit
members began to rotate into different specialties in CBIRF, and
eventually integrate each other’s skills.
“The way we work with the other sections hand-in-hand in
CBIRF, is the extraction platoon brings us casualties and the
identification detection platoon provides us with information,
so that we understand how to appropriately decontaminate
casualties that we receive,” Grodzicki said. “Medical is with us to
provide what help we need with the casualties we’re presented
with upon completion of decontamination to the medical tent.”

Response Force

The Marines develop a better understanding and appreciation
for each other’s skills, according to Marine Corps Cpl. Gerardo
Cuevas, an extractor with CBIRF.
“We got Marines who are not extractors, and we brought
them into our world and showed them what to do,” Cuevas said.
“It’s important, because I get to appreciate [the units] more than
before and I get to assist the unit and be a better asset for the
unit. Instead of just picking up a casualty, I can make ways for
other Marines to pick up other casualties and support them.”
More info: defense.gov

Marines with Chemical Biological Incident Response Force prepare a decontamination tent during a drill during Exercise Scarlet Response 2017 at Guardian Centers in Perry, Ga.
The exercise, held March 20-25, is the largest annual event for CBIRF, and it tests the unit’s capabilities to react and respond to threats and disasters such as nuclear detonations.
(Marine Corps photo by Sgt. Terence Brady)
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JMRC Enlarges CBRN Training Capability
The Joint Multinational Readiness Center (JMRC),
Hohenfels, Germany, is addressing shortfalls in Chemical,
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) attack readiness.
While typically given only minor attention, training on CBRN
threats now has a reinvigorated program and place in rotational
training. As a countermeasure to these threats, JMRC is
developing replicated mock-chemical, biological, radiological
and nuclear training sites to facilitate in-depth training. The
20th CBRNE Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, will
partner with JMRC in an advisory role and assist in building up
the large scale assets.
“Nuclear and chemical plants are a significant part of the
European infrastructure,” said Maj. Joseph E. Myers, JMRC’s
Mustang Team CBRN observer, coach, trainer. In fact, so
significant, there is a need to recognize labs and plants as a
common part of the territory. “Earmarking real estate within

several of the training area’s MOUT sites (military operations
on urban terrain), JMRC is building sites that replicate various
conditions common to Europe,” said Myers.
These fixed-site and mobile labs range from a site
dedicated to medium scale chemical production of ammonia
or chlorine, a home-made explosives (HME) lab, a stationary
college chemistry lab, a radiological laboratory, a nuclear power
plant and labs producing traditional chemical warfare agents.
With the addition of the CBRN capabilities, JMRC can extend
invitations to special units and teams. JMRC will gain the
ability to accommodate Biological Integrated Detection Teams,
Stryker NBC (nuclear, biological, chemical) Reconnaissance
Platoons, Technical Escort Battalions, and Special Forces
Units.
More info: eur.army.mil

REAL-TIME LIVE STREAMING BODY CAMERA
Sentinel Camera Systems, LLC has
announced the immediate availability
of its new “Protector” 4G LTE BodyWorn camera. This innovative bodycamera streaming system transmits
live video, audio, and GPS location
in real time, day or night, to a police,
command or dispatch center, while
simultaneously
recording
and
retaining video in the camera itself.
“The ‘Protector’ is currently the
only 4G LTE live streaming body
camera available industry-wide,”
said David Wasserstrom, Executive
Director of Sentinel. “The Protector
has the benefit of increasing police
officer safety by giving headquarters
real-time situation awareness and
the ability to make immediate critical
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assessments and decisions to aid
officers in the field.”

The “Protector” body camera
has one-button activation control
and provides up to 64GB of memory,
21-megapixel recording, and a
140-degree wide-angle lens. It also
offers infrared technology for night
recording, multiple resolution settings,
pre and post recording capabilities,
and many additional features to aid
officers in obtaining high quality
video recording. A streaming system
can be transmitted through any
telecommunications company capable
of processing 4G LTE transmissions.
More info:
sentinelcamerasystems.com

Sentinel Camera Systems, LLC Protector, a new live-streaming
4G LTE Body Camera that transmits live video, audio, and gps
location in real life, day or night
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PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE EMERGENCY MED COUNTERMEASURES

MAXIMIZING DISASTER
READINESS TO MITIGATE
HEALTH IMPACT
Dr. George W. Korch, PhD, is the Acting Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response. He previously served as the Acting Principal Deputy
Assistant Secretary and as the Senior Science Advisor to the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response, Health and Human Services. Dr. Korch
has also been on the faculty of the Department of Molecular Microbiology and
Immunology, The Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health as Visiting
Professor for over seven years, and currently as an Adjunct Faculty member.
His federal experience during his tenure at HHS has also included a number
of leadership roles, such as co-chair of the Executive Committee of the Public
Health Emergency Medical Countermeasures Enterprise (PHEMCE), co-chair
of the Federal Expert Security Advisory Panel (FESAP) under the National
Security Staff, Office of the President, and as co-chair of the Department of
Health and Human Services Biosafety and Biosecurity Coordinating Council.
He retired from the U.S. Army Medical Department in 2008, where he had
served in a number of leadership roles, including the Commander of the U.S.
Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases and the Director of the
Department of Defense Medical Chemical and Biological Defense Research
Program. He also served as one of the first Directors of the National Biodefense
Analysis and Countermeasure Center, Department of Homeland Security. His
area of expertise is in viral and rickettsial zoonotic diseases, science management and in biodefense medical countermeasure development (vaccines,
therapies and diagnostics).
Interview conducted by CST & CBRNE Editor Kevin Hunter
CST & CBRNE: Please speak to your role as Assistant Secretary for
Preparedness and Response.
Dr. Korch: At its core, the HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Preparedness and Response – ASPR for short – is about protecting
health and saving lives in disasters. ASPR was created by Congress
in the wake of Hurricane Katrina as the leader and coordinator across
the federal government to help the nation prepare for, respond to,
and recover from the adverse health effects of disasters and public
health emergencies. We bring a spectrum of resources and expertise
to bear – from federal emergency coordinators in every region who
help states plan for the health consequences of disasters to unique
public-private partnerships to develop medical countermeasures
(drugs, vaccines, diagnostics, devices, etc.) for CBRN, pandemic
flu, and emerging infectious diseases and make them available. We
work on issues both domestically and internationally.
Even the best prepared community can be overwhelmed by a
disaster. To augment state and local capabilities during a disaster,
ASPR provides medical support including our National Disaster
Medical System’s medical professionals, assistance with health
care facility evacuation, and the NDMS network of health care facilities ready to accept evacuated patients. The assistant secretary
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Dr. George W. Korch, PhD
Acting Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
also serves as the principle advisor to the Secretary of Health and
Human Services on matters of biodefense and other public health
emergencies.
CST & CBRNE: From a CBRN challenges to health perspective,
please speak to some key areas of evolution to present today and
current focus.
Dr. Korch: The anthrax attacks in 2001 demonstrated the need
for a multi-prong approach to preparing for and responding to all
health threats. We help hospitals and the entire health care sector
– primarily private industry competitors – coordinate to handle a
surge in patient care, protect health care workers, and work closely
with emergency management and public health agencies. We
established a network of hospitals ready to care safely for patients
with highly infectious diseases like Ebola, and we established a
national education and training center to help health care providers
learn the best practices in caring for such patients while maintaining
personnel safety. We also train our federal medical responders from
the National Disaster Medical System so that these intermittent
personnel (similar to military reservists) can help health facilities
care for patients in a disaster.
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Health care providers also need tools – medical
countermeasures – at their fingertips. Our Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority
(BARDA) was established to fill a need for a federal
agency that works on the advanced stages of development to make these medical countermeasures
available. They’ve found innovative ways to partner
with the pharmaceutical industry to develop products against anthrax; smallpox; botulism; glanders;
certain chemicals like inhaled chlorine, mustard gas
and nerve agents, and acute radiation injuries. We’ve
also sponsored development of medical countermeasures against diseases that pose national health
threats, like Ebola and Zika, and against pandemic
influenza viruses, including H5N1 and the newly
emerging H7N9 strain.
In less than 10 years, we’ve added 20 products
to the Strategic National Stockpile to be available in
a national emergency. BARDA’s support has helped
23 products achieve approval from the Food and In preparation for the annual State of the Union Address, which brings together all leaders from every branch of
Drug Administration, and some of these products federal government, National Disaster Medical System personnel drill with local law enforcement and emergency
responders to ensure readiness for a nuclear/radiological emergency. (DHHS)
have common medical uses so they don’t need to
CST & CBRNE: From an Infectious Diseases perspective, how
be stockpiled and would be more readily available in a national
is PHEMCE addressing daily routine readiness and contingency
emergency. The most important consideration in responding to a
preparedness?
given threat is to have the right medical countermeasures to the
right patient at the right time. To prioritize which medical counDr. Korch: Seeing to the full life cycle management of a medical
termeasures to pursue and make the best use of tax dollars, we
countermeasure requires tremendous coordination among many
created a federal coordinating body which we call the Public Health
federal partners. PHEMCE partners show, day in and day out, that
Emergency Medical Countermeasure Enterprise, or PHEMCE. ASPR
the federal government can be innovative and demonstrate results,
leads the PHEMCE with representatives from the Departments of
and can deliver products with the end users in mind.
Homeland Security, Defense, and Veteran Affairs, FDA, Centers
We now look for medical products that have common medical
for Disease Control and Prevention, and the National Institutes of
uses, for example a drug to treat epilepsy that also could work for
Health. Together we move products forward to protect Americans in
the spasms caused by chemical exposure or a treatment for cancer
domestic emergencies. Because of this coordination, medical counradiologic therapy that could be used after a nuclear explosion.
termeasures in early development with funding from DoD or VA for
Almost every researcher who is funded by the National Institute for
warfighters or NIH can transition to BARDA for support at advanced
Allergy and Infectious Diseases at NIH contacts BARDA in case the
stages to become approved and available.
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CST & CBRNE: From a partnering perspective,
how is PHEMCE working to partner with other
government entities and industry to broaden
and strengthen capability implementation?
Dr. Korch: Each agency brings unique
expertise. By coordinating closely every day
through the PHEMCE, federal agencies have
been able to move products seamlessly from
early R&D into advanced development so
they become available weeks or even months
sooner than they otherwise would.
Ebola is a great example. PHEMCE representatives from each agency immediately
came together to review therapeutics and
vaccines in the pipeline, identified the most
promising, and worked collectively with academia and the pharmaceutical industry to
Personnel from the National Disaster Medical System conduct a drill for a CBRN incident. Medical professionals from across the move investigational products forward at an
United States serve as intermittent federal employees for the National Disaster Medical System to augment local health care
unprecedented speed.
workers during disasters. (DHHS)
As Zika data began emerging from Brazil,
our
modeling
showed
the
virus would emerge quickly in the U.S.
research has public health emergency implications. The PHEMCE’s
and its territories, thanks to mosquitoes. PHEMCE partners didn’t
multi-use approach saves money in developing products for emerwait. We tapped the experience of the National Institutes of Health’s
gencies and means the product is already available in hospitals,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and the Walter
pharmacies or ambulances and doesn’t have to be shipped from a
Reed Army Institute in basic and early clinical research and BARDA’s
stockpile.
expertise in advanced development and industry partnerships to
determine which technology for Zika vaccines was most likely to be
effective and worth pursuing.
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CST & CBRNE: Any other challenges/goals that PHEMCE is
addressing going forward in 2017?
Dr. Korch: There are a lot of challenges. We need partners in the
pharmaceutical industry working with us, and that can be a hard
sell in an industry that has obligations for maximum return on
investment for shareholders. Annual federal appropriations which
fund development is often perceived as risky for pharmaceutical
companies and their investors.
The nature of the biopharma industry is a challenge, too. Developing new a medical product for anything can cost roughly $1 billion
and 80 percent fail; the science just doesn’t work out. Most innovation is happening with small start-ups inexperienced in moving
products into the market.
We’re also seeing the impact of companies moving out of particular areas, like antibiotic development. Antimicrobial resistant
infections can undermine an emergency response. We’re exploring
new business models to make medical countermeasure development more attractive to industry partners.

Explore

Havre de Grace
www.emergencypreparednessconference.org
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GROUND ROBOTICS IMPROVED EXPLOSIVE DETECTION/ELIMINATION

DEFINITIVE DETECTION DOWN RANGE
The U.S. Army is working to field a new robotic system that finds and destroys explosive threats.
By Mark Schauer, Yuma Proving Ground

U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground has long had the expertise, facilities, and geographical features to test the most cutting-edge technologies to defeat the threat of buried explosives and
remove Soldiers from harm’s way. Technologies that seek out a variety of explosive hazards and IED components have matured in recent years to the point that semi-autonomous robots
like the Standoff Robotic Explosive Hazard Detection System (SREHD) can detect, mark, and even destroy buried threats. (Photo by Mark Schauer)

Machines can be replaced, but people can’t.
In combat, land mine and improvised explosive device (IED) clearance
is a slow, painstaking, stressful job that physically and mentally drains
Soldiers and military working dogs.
U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground (YPG), Yuma, Arizona, has long
had the expertise, facilities, and geographical features to test the most
cutting-edge technologies to defeat this threat and remove Soldiers from
harm’s way. Technologies that seek out a variety of explosive hazards
and IED components have matured in recent years to the point that semiautonomous robots can detect, mark, and even destroy buried threats.
The latest such system is called the Standoff Robotic Explosive
Hazard Detection System (SREHD), and testing is currently underway at
the proving ground.
“It’s one of the few places in the country where we can really get
a good evaluation of how the system performs against these varied
threats,” said Peter Strong, lead engineer. “YPG has lanes that are
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already planted with explosive targets that allows us to really test
our sensors. There is varying terrain, vegetation, and high weather
extremes, but also on site are environmental chambers and other
infrastructure we need.”

Multi-Threat Response
Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) have the bulk of popular
awareness, but the danger of conventional mines to Soldiers remains
as great as ever. Though the vast majority of the world’s nations have
banned anti-personnel mines, over 30 countries have not signed the
treaty to cease manufacture and use of the weapons. Additionally, many
places in the world are contaminated by devices that are decades old.
In Afghanistan, for example, United States forces contended with an
estimated 10 million such legacy mines, as well as new devices placed
by insurgents.
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Whereas earlier robots had only a single camera and a five-jointed
mechanical arm for interrogating threats, the SREHD boasts stereoscopic
cameras that provide a Soldier a three dimensional representation of the
terrain being scanned on a handheld computer device and sophisticated
sensors that help them discriminate between threatening devices and
innocuous pieces of debris. The SREHD methodically scans an area
with consistency and marks a cleared trail with blue dye. If a threat is
detected, the robot can spray an X on the ground to mark the spot.
“Not only do we mark with a very clear blue X, the marking is visible
at night with night vision goggles,” said Strong.
Perhaps most importantly for Soldiers, the SREHD can detonate
a threat without the need for excavation or additional interrogation of
the suspected explosive device. A Soldier instead uses the robot to
carefully place a shaped explosive charge over the threat, then remotely
detonates it after having the SREHD retreat to a safe distance.

Environmentally-Targeted
Rigorous evaluation at YPG in a rugged natural environment not
only ensures the systems can successfully detect explosives, but
also that they are robust enough to handle traversing rough, dusty
terrain. During the current testing, Soldiers from the 92nd Engineering
Battalion at Fort Stewart, Ga. operate the SREHD as they would in a
route clearance convoy in combat areas, running the platforms down
test lanes with handheld control units as data collectors stand by to
record how the machine operated and where it identified a buried threat

Presents:

target. As Soldiers can use the controller remotely from a distance, one
data collector observes them from within an armored vehicle, while
another follows alongside the robot. By the time the testing is complete,
hundreds of hours of data will have been collected.
“We take video of every run and can tell if it found or went around
the targets,” said Jesus Estrada, test officer. “They run on primary,
secondary, and off-road terrains for three hours, then come out to the
lanes to do their missions.”
In some portions of testing, the SREHD is placed in a conditioning
temperature under various extremes of temperature and humidity, then
put through its paces on the range.

Fielding Outlook
Currently mounted on the existing Talon robot, the SREHD will likely
be integrated into future systems. The degree of autonomy is likely to
increase in the future, too, which project engineers welcome.
“There is a big misperception about the word autonomous: people
think it is a self-governing vehicle that does whatever it wants to do,” said
Maj. Lendrick James, assistant product manager. “In fact, an operator
always has control of the next step in where it will go. In the future, we
need to embrace and leverage robotics and understand it can be used
to help us.”
“Autonomy is not there to take over for the human, it’s there to
supplement and maximize the human,” added Strong. “Autonomy is part
of our future, and will help us both on and off the battlefield.”
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VIEW FROM THE HILL

JOINT COOPERATION TO
MEET THE THREAT
First elected in 2016, Congressman Mike Gallagher represents
Wisconsin’s 8th District in the U.S. House of Representatives. Mike
is a 7th generation Wisconsin native, born and raised in Green Bay.
Mike joined the United States Marine Corps the day he graduated from college and served for seven years on active duty as
a Counterintelligence/Human Intelligence Officer and Regional
Affairs Officer for the Middle East/North Africa. He deployed twice
to Al Anbar Province, Iraq as a commander of intelligence teams,
served on General Petraeus’s Central Command Assessment Team
in the Middle East, and worked for three years in the intelligence
community, including tours at the National Counterterrorism Center
and the Drug Enforcement Agency. Mike also served as the lead
Republican staffer for Middle East, North Africa and Counterterrorism on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Prior to taking
office, Mike worked in the private sector at a global energy and supply chain management company in Green Bay.
Mike currently serves on the House Armed Services Committee,
where he is a member of the Seapower and Projection Forces, as
well as the Readiness Subcommittees. He also serves on the Homeland Security Committee, where he is a member of the Counterterrorism and Intelligence (CTI) and Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Protection (CIP) Subcommittees.
Interview conducted by S&BP Editor Kevin Hunter
S&BP: Please speak to factors that created fertile ground for a
counterterrorism task force.
Rep. Gallagher: The threat of terrorist infiltration into the United
States is real; the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) has planned,
conducted, or inspired more than 180 plots against the West, and
America has been the number-one target.
Terrorist groups like ISIS have exploited refugee flows to send
operatives to strike the West, such as in Paris in late 2015. That same
year, the National Counterterrorism Center reported to the Committee
that it had identified individuals with ties to terrorist groups in Syria
attempting to gain entry to the U.S. through our nation’s refugee
program.
This is not a new problem, but it is evolving, and we must address
it in the current terror threat landscape.
All of the terrorists who attacked the United States on September 11, 2001 entered legally using non-immigrant visas—as tourists,
businessmen, or students. Some of them even overstayed their visas
before killing thousands on that fateful day.
One of the attackers who killed 14 people in San Bernardino, California in 2015 entered the homeland using a “fiancée visa.”
And ISIS has threatened to use our porous southern border to
smuggle a weapon of mass destruction into the country.
All of these threats highlight how critical it is to identify and stop
terrorists before they pass through our borders.
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Mike Gallagher (R-WI)
Wisconsin 8th District
Homeland Security Committee
and Committee on Counterterrorism
and Intelligence (CTI)
Although we have made significant progress since 9/11, gaps
remain in our vetting procedures. A recent review by the Homeland
Security Committee showed that the Department has made significant
strides in making these screening databases more accessible and
integrated, especially through its Data Framework initiative. I have
concerns, however, that not everyone in the government actually has
full access to all of the counterterrorism information that they are
legally entitled to receive.
These national security issues require bipartisan solutions to
secure our country and citizens.
Last Congress, the Committee launched a bipartisan Task Force on
Combatting Terrorist and Foreign Fighter Travel which produced more
than 50 recommendations to safeguard our homeland. The Committee
has made it a priority to introduce legislation to combat these gaps in
our security.
We have come a long way in improving the screening of individuals attempting to enter the United States, but we must never become
content regarding the safety of our homeland. This task force seeks to
build off the Homeland Security Committee’s previous successes and
better protect our nation.
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S&BP: From a distinctly foreign terror-threat
perspective, speak to some key provisions of the task
force for providing better point of entry security without
added inconvenience to the international traveling
public.
Rep. Gallagher: The Task Force will be reviewing all U.S.
government processes for admitting people into the
United States and examining them in depth to determine
what gaps, if any, exist.
Improving the ability of Customs and Border Protection to conduct more effective searches at points of
entry will be an emphasis of this review. By streamlining
these processes, we can improve security while reducing
travel inconvenience.
Automating the screening of visa applicants—especially of their social media—is another method by which
the U.S. government could improve security and the Rep. Gallagher introducing a bill at a press conference to establish a Global War on Terror Memorial on the National
experience of travelers. Currently, most screening of Mall in Washington, D.C. (WI 8th District)
social media accounts is “slow going” because it requires
For me, and this Committee, there is no greater concern than the
significant human input. By using advanced computer algorithms, we
safety of our homeland and citizens. The Task Force on Denying
can both increase the scrutiny we apply to each traveler to identify terTerrorists Entry into the United States and its culminating report is
rorists while at the same time allowing for the faster and more efficient
driven by that concern and will seek to better ensure the safety and
entry for legitimate visitors. Drawing on emerging technologies to vet
security of the American people.
travelers’ social media must be utilized to prevent further attacks like
that in San Bernardino which had significant red flags.
Ensuring that government personnel at the border have access to
all of the appropriate counterterrorism databases is another way by
which we can improve national security while avoiding any unnecessary delays. If law enforcement officers can conduct rapid “federated
searches” of all of the relevant information, rather than through timeconsuming queries of individual databases, they will be able to screen
travelers more efficiently while at the same time reducing the risk of
September 6-8, 2017
terrorist infiltration.
Las Vegas
S&BP: Any other challenges/goals that the task force is addressing
going forward?
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Rep. Gallagher: Ensuring that participants in the Visa Waiver Program
(VWP) are providing the necessary information to the United States
– as they already have agreed to do – will form a key part of this
initiative. A recent Government Accountability Office report found
that more than a third of the 38 participating countries were failing
to share terrorist and criminal identity information, as the agreement
requires. Although the VWP is beneficial to American businesses and
facilitates a significant amount of lawful travel, we have to ensure that
our partners are upholding their responsibilities.
Furthermore, many countries do not take full advantage of the
databases maintained by INTERPOL, as our Committee’s 2015 Task
Force discovered. By integrating these data sets into their screening procedures, other nations can help prevent terrorist travel more
effectively, better shielding our homeland as well as those of our allies.
Preventing terrorists from entering the United States must be a
top priority for Congress, and one that we can and must approach in a
thoughtful, bipartisan manner. Providing for the common defense is
our first and foremost Constitutional duty and we cannot fail in that
duty.
This task force is about reviewing all means of entry into the
United States that could be exploited by bad actors wishing us harm.
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Ndia.org/events/2017/8/15/2017-cbrn
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Premier CBRN Event
• Joint Military
• Interagency/Intergovernmental
• Multinational
• Industry
• Academia
• And other CBRN professionals
For sponsorship & exhibit opportunities, contact:
Laurie Powell
LPowell@eventPower.com | (703) 740-1940

www.cbrnexhibition.com
www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

>> TACTICAL MEDICAL TRAINING, EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
>> WOUNDS-IN-A-BOX™
>> WEARABLE WOUNDS™
>> TOMMANIKIN® AND TAMIKIN®
>> B-CON TRAINER
>> SELF ADHESIVE MOULAGE™

INTENSIFY the THREAT
and STRENGTHEN your TRAINING.
TECHLINE TECHNOLOGIES TRAINING DIVISION is an authorized
National Association of EMTs (NAEMT) Training Site, providing
training and course certifications.

techlinetrauma.com

™

855.426.0312 • TECHLINE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
MADE IN THE USA

© 2017 Techline Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved.

EOE

